MedReps hosts the largest community of medical sales
professionals on the web. Together, job posters and high-quality
candidates quickly connect to make career goals happen.

Why MedReps?

Our members’ experiences are shaped by
many exciting career journeys.

The MedReps community is bursting
with sales professionals who have:
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Our candidates are experienced in:

An average of 14 yrs.
sales experience
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Healthcare sales (85%)
Other B2B sales (10%)
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Medical / Surgical Device (67%)
Capital equipment (46%)
Pharmaceuticals (43%)
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85%

Let our customers do the talking!
“When we need a candidate with prior experience, MedReps is usually going to be the best
source. Whether it’s posting or using the database, we can specifically find a candidate with
a strong device background.”
Lisa McCallister, Recruiting Consultant, SPHR CONMED
See the CONMED Case Study
"The quality of candidates on MedReps is definitely better. A majority of our managers are
familiar with MedReps so they are more confident in candidate slates knowing that the job has
been posted on MedReps.”
Candice Richards, Manager, Talent Acquisition at Teva Pharmaceutical
See the Teva Pharmaceutical Case Study
“I loved the quality of the individual applicants as well as the quality of responses. With
MedReps you typically get candidates that are already in the industry. It’s just a different
caliber of candidate.”
Stacey Baker Senior Recruiter, MicroDental
See the MicroDental Case Study

Services
Post jobs

Resume search

We offer a variety of job posting packages
for both employers and recruiters to meet
your current and future recruitment
needs. You can share one job lasting 30
days or post an unlimited number for the
entire year, and anything in between.

Filter through our bank of over
10,000 active candidate
resumes using our advanced
search option and gain
unlimited access to our entire
candidate database.

Learn more

Learn more

Outplacement

How to handle the transition of
letting an employee go impacts your
company brand. Our outplacement
services help former employees
move from a challenging time into a
successful job search.
Learn more

Start recruiting the most experienced and talented medical sales professionals today!

